KEEP CLIMBING

Sean Swarner Can Turn Your World Upside Down.
SEAN SWARNER

Sean Swarner twice was given just weeks
to live. Twice, he not only survived but
thrived. He was the first cancer patient
to summit Mt. Everest, a heartfelt move
designed to inspire cancer patients
around the world from the highest place
on Earth. He didn’t stop there. Sean went on to climb the highest peak on each of the seven continents, then completed the
Hawaii Ironman Triathlon and, most recently, made a historic
trek to the South Pole where he was filmed for a new Grape-Nuts
campaign and where he celebrated 25 years cancer free!
From the moment that he was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s
lymphoma at 13, then Askin’s sarcoma at 16, Sean has set out to
defy the odds and become living proof that we can all overcome
the obstacles in our paths and live the life of our dreams.
Besides his outdoor pursuits, Sean is author
of Keep Climbing, which chronicles his
journey up Everest, and he’s the founder
of cancerclimber.org, a nonprofit that
grants cancer patients their own adventures
of a lifetime.
A popular motivational speaker who shares
his story around the world, Sean has been
dubbed one of the most inspirational persons
of our era—a favorite with cancer patients everywhere as well
as FORTUNE 500® companies, local nonprofits, and healthcare
organizations. In addition to his public speaking, Sean is

frequently sought out to interact with youths
and he has made it a goal to visit schools
and classrooms across the nation to engage
one-on-one with students of all ages.

Testimonials
presentation gave us such a unique way of seeing
“waysSean’s
to achieve our goals and he has been the best speaker

we’ve ever had. His steps to success and tools are the most
amazing way to get you out of your comfort zone and to where
you want to be.
– IBM

”

Sean is truly an amazing inspirational speaker. He relates
“so well
to the needs of patients and gives everyone the

courage to overcome adversity and excel in whatever they truly
want to achieve.
– Assistants4You

”

loved your talk at the event. It was the most inspirational
“talkI I’ve
ever heard. You gave me hope!!
”

– Rainbow Valley Charity

Health V Cancer 2013 Attendee (Glasgow, Scotland)

Popular Speaking
Topics
• Changing Your View
• Team Building
• Goal Setting
• Pure Motivation/Inspiration
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